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PHRASE STARTERS 
 
and SKW- 
are  R- 
as  S- 
ask  SK- 
because  KB- 
but  B- 
can  K- 
can’t K* 
could  KO- 
couldn’t  KO*  
did  D- 
didn’t  D* 
do  DO 
does  SD- 
doesn’t SD* 
don’t  DAO 
going to  GAO 
had  H- 
had to HAO 
hadn’t  H* 
has  HA- 
hasn’t  HA* 
have  V- 
have to  VAO  
haven’t  V* 
he  HE- 
I can’t YA 
I cannot YA* 
I could KOI  
I could not Y*U 
I couldn’t YU  
I did not Y*I 
I didn’t YI 
I do not  YO* 
I don’t YO 
I haven’t  YOI 
I should SHOI  
I want to SWA 
I want you to SWAU 
I would WOI 
I would not YAO* 
I wouldn’t YAO  
I’d like to DLO 
I’d like you to DLU 
I’m going to  SGAO 
I’m not YOI 
I’m not going to SGLAO 
I’m trying to TROI 
if  F- 
in  N- 
is  S- 
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is it  ST- 
isn’t  SN- 
it T- 
may  MAI 
might  MAOI 
need to  NAO 
not going to GLAO 
she  SHE 
should  SHO 
shouldn’t  SHO* 
simply SPL- 
since  SN- 
so  SO 
supposed to SPAO 
tell  TL- 
tell me  TLE- 
that  THA 
the  T-  
therefore THR- 
they  THE 
they don’t THAO 
this  TH- 
to  TO 
tried to  DRAO  
try to  TRAO 
trying to  GRAO 
was  SW- 
wasn’t STW- 
we  WE 
were  PR- 
weren’t  PR* 
what  WHA 
what’s WHA* 
when  WH- 
where  WR- 
whether  WHR- 
which  KH- 
who  WHO 
why  Y- 
will  L- 
with  W- 
won’t  TWO 
would  WAO 
wouldn’t  WAO* 
you  YOU, -U 
you can’t TYA 
you cannot TYA* 
you couldn’t TYU 
you could not TY*U 
you didn’t TYI 
you did not TY*I 
you don’t TYO  
you do not TYO* 
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you haven’t TYOI 
you wouldn’t TYAO 
you would not TYAO* 
 
PHRASE ENDERS 
 
about  -BT  
accident  -X 
agree  -RG 
agree to -RGT 
agreed  -RGD 
agrees -RGS 
also -LS 
am  -M  
amend  -MD  
any  -NGS  
any of  -FNGS 
anything  -NG 
anything to -NGT 
anything to say -NGTS 
approach -FP 
approach the -FPT 
are  -R  
are the  -RT  
arrange  -RNG 
arrange to  -RNGT 
arranged -RNGD 
arranged to -RNGTD 
ask  -FK 
ask the  -FKT 
asked  -FKD 
asked the -FKTD 
asks -FKS 
asks the -FKTS 
assume  -FM 
assume that -FMT 
assumed  -FMD 
assumed that -FMTD 
assumes -FMS 
assumes that -FMTS 
be  -B  
be able -BL 
be able to  -BLT 
be able to say -BLTS 
be the  -BT  
because  -BZ  
been -B 
been the -BT 
before  -FRB 
believe  -BL  
believe it -BLT 
believe it is  -BLTS 
believe so  -BLS 
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believed  -BLD 
believed it -BLTD 
believes  -BLS 
believes it -BLTS 
believing -BLG 
by the  -BT  
came  -FKT 
can  -K  
can say -KS 
can tell -KT 
can the -KT 
can’t  –KT 
can’t say  -KTS 
check  -FP  
check it  -FPT 
conclude -KD 
consider  -KD  
could  -KD 
could ever -FRKD 
could say  -KDZ 
couldn’t  *KD 
decide  -DZ  
demand  -MD 
describe  -BD 
describe it -BTD 
describes  -BDZ 
did  -TD 
didn’t  *TD 
direct  -RTD 
disagree -RGD 
discuss  -KDZ  
do  -D 
don’t *D 
does  -DZ  
doesn’t  *DZ  
estimate  -FMT 
estimated -FMTD 
even -FN 
ever  -FR 
ever be -FRB 
ever believe -FRBL 
ever believe it -FRBLT 
ever did  -FRTD 
ever do  -FRD 
ever do it -FRTD 
ever expect -FRX 
ever get -FRGT 
ever go  -FRG 
ever had  -FRD 
ever imagine -FRJ 
ever imagine that -FRJT 
ever let -FRLT 
ever look -FRK 
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ever look at -FRKT 
ever say -FRS 
ever say that -FRPS 
ever see -FRZ 
ever see that -FRPZ 
ever suggest -FRGS 
ever suggest that -FRGTS 
ever tell  -FRT 
ever think -FRNG 
ever think so -FRNGS 
ever think that -FRNGT 
ever understand -FRNDZ 
ever want -FRPT 
ever will  -FRL 
everybody -FRB 
everyone -FRN 
everything  -FRG 
expect -X 
expects -XZ 
explain  -X 
explains  -XZ 
feel  -FL 
feel it -FLT 
feels -FLS 
feels that -FPLS 
felt  -FLT 
felt that -FPLT 
find  -FD  
find that -FPD 
finds  -FDZ 
finds that -FPDZ 
first -FRS 
forget -FRGT, -FRT 
forget that -FRPGT, -FRPT 
forgets -FRTS 
forgets that -FRPTS 
forgot -FRD 
forgot that -FRPD 
found  -FND 
get  -GT 
gets  -GTS 
give -FG 
give me  -FM  
go  -G 
goes  -GZ  
got  -GD  
guess  -GS 
had  -D 
hadn’t  *FPT 
had not -FPT 
hand  -ND  
happened  -PD  
happens  -PS  
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has  -FZ 
has not -FNZ 
hasn’t  *FZ 
have  -F 
have agreed -FRGD 
have agreed to -FRGTD 
have also -FLS 
have any  -FN 
have anything  -FNG 
have anything to say  -FNGTS 
have been  -FB 
have been able  -FBL 
have been able to  -FBLT 
have been to -FBT 
have gone  -FG 
have gone to  -FGT 
have had  -FD 
have heard  -FRD  
have known  -FN 
have known it  -FNT  
have not -FNT 
haven’t *FNT 
have put  -FPT 
have realized  -FRDZ 
have recalled  -FRLD 
have recalled it  -FRLTD 
have recognized  -FRGDZ 
have recollected  -FRKD 
have recollected it  -FRKTD 
have remembered  -FRMD 
have remembered it  -FRMTD 
have said  -FBS 
have seen  -FNS, -FRNS, also -FZ 
have thought  -FLGT 
have to -FT 
have to say  -FTS 
have told  -FLTD 
have wanted  -FPTD 
heard  -RD 
held  -LD 
her  -ER  
his  -IZ  
identify  -FTD 
imagine  -J 
imagine that -JT 
indicate -KT 
initial -NL 
initial it -NLT 
is  -S  
just  *J  
know  -N  
know it  -NT  
known  -N 
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knows  -NS 
let  -LT  
lets -LTS 
like  -L, -BLG 
like it/to -BLGT 
liked  -LD 
likes  -LS 
limit  -MT 
little  -LGTS  
long -NG 
look  -K, –BLG 
look at -KT, BLGT 
looked  -KD, –BLGD 
looked at -KTD, -BLGTD 
made -MD 
make  -M  
makes -MS 
many  -M  
mark  -RK  
mark it  -RKT  
mark it as  -RKTS 
may  -M  
may find  -MD 
may not  *M 
may not find  *MD   
mean  -M  
means -MS 
mean to say  -MTS 
mention -FP 
mentioned -FPD 
mentions -FPS 
mind  -MD 
minds -MDZ 
misunderstood -MDZ 
much  -FP  
must  -MT 
must find  -MTD 
must not  *MT 
must not find  *MTD 
my  -M  
need  -FRB 
need to  -FRBT 
needs -FRBS 
needs to  -FRBTS 
needed -FRBD 
needed to  -FRBTD  
negotiate  -NGT 
not  -NT  
note  -NT  
notice  -NTS 
object  -BT 
objected -BTD 
observe  -FRB  
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observed -FRBD 
only  -NL 
order  -RD 
pay attention -PGS 
pay attention to -PGTS 
please  -PLS 
please describe -PDZ 
please tell  -PT 
put  -PT 
question  -GS 
read  -RD 
realize  -RLZ 
realize that -RPLZ 
realized  -RLDZ 
realized that -RPLDZ 
realizes -RLSZ 
realizes that -RPLSZ 
really -R 
really feel  -FRL 
really feel it -FRLT 
really know  -RNL 
really know it  -RNLT 
recall  -RL  
recall it  -RLT 
recalled -RLD 
recalled it  -RLTD 
recalls  -RLS 
recalls it -RLTS 
receive -GZ 
received -GDZ 
receives -GSZ 
recognize  –RZ 
recognize that -RPZ 
recognized  -RDZ 
recognized that -RPDZ 
recognizes  -RSZ 
recognizes that -RPSZ 
recollect  -RK  
recollect it  -RKT 
recollected -RKD 
recollected it  -RKTD 
recollects  -RKS 
recollects it  -RKTS 
recommend -RMD 
recommend it -RMTD 
recommends -RMDZ 
reduce  -RDZ 
refer  -FR  
refer to  -FRT 
referred  -FRD  
referred to -FRTD  
remain -RM 
remember  -RM  
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remember it -RMT 
remembered  -RMD  
remembered it  -RMTD 
remembers  -RMS 
remembers it  -RMTS 
rephrase  -FRS  
rescind  -RS 
return  -RN 
return to  -RNT 
returned -RND 
returned to -RNTD 
reverse  -VRS (*FRS) 
reverse it -VRTS (*FRTS) 
rule  -RL 
rule that  -RLT 
safe to say -FTS 
said  -BS 
saw  -BZ 
say  -S  
say that  -PS 
says  -SZ 
see  -Z 
see that -PZ 
sent -NTS 
shall  -RBL 
she is  -RBS 
should  -RBD 
should it  -RBT 
should say  -RBDZ 
shouldn’t  *RBD 
shouldn’t it  *RBTD 
shouldn’t say *RBDZ 
show  -RB  
show it  -RBT 
showed  -RBD  
showed it -RBTD 
shows  -RBS  
shows it -RBTS 
side  -DZ 
signed -ND 
speak  -PS  
spell  -PS 
state  -TS 
suggest -GS 
suggest that -PGS 
sure  -RB 
talk -K 
talk to -KT 
tell  -T 
tell us -TS 
testify -FT 
testified -FTD 
that  -P, -JT 
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that is  -PS  
that’s  *PS 
the  -T  
their  *RJ, *IRT 
them  -FM  
there  -RJ, *RT 
there is  -RJS, *RTS 
there’s  *RJS 
these  -JZ 
they  -TD  
think   -NG  
think so  -NGS  
think that  -NGT 
this  -J 
this is  -JS  
those  -OEJZ 
thought  -LGT  
thought so  -LGTS  
thought that -PLGT 
to  -T  
told  -LTD 
tried  -RTD 
true -RT 
try  -RT 
understand  -NDZ 
understand that -NTD 
understands -NSZ 
understanding  -NGS  
understood  -ND  
vacate  -VT (*FT) 
want  -PT 
wanted  -PTD 
wants  -PTS 
was  -FS 
was not  -FNS 
was the  -FTS 
wasn’t  *FS 
way  -FRTS 
went  -FRG 
went to  -FRGT 
were  -RP 
were not -RPT 
were living -RLG 
weren’t  *RP 
will -L 
will ever be -FRBL 
will ever get -FRLGT 
will ever go -FRLG 
will ever say -FRLS 
will ever see  -FRLS 
will ever tell -FRLT 
will go -LG 
willing  -LG  
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willing to  -LGT  
willing to say  -LGTS 
wish  -RB  
wish to  -RBT  
wish to say  -RBTS 
work -RK 
worked -RKD 
would  -LD  
would ever -FRLD 
wouldn’t  *LD 
would say  -LDZ 
your  -UR 


